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Economic Exploration: The French
The French entered the exploration race later than the Spanish and English. Despite this, 
French explorers found great success in the fur and lumber market. This is what led Etienne 
Veniard de Bourgmont to explore the Kansas region. His mission was to negotiate 
peace between the dominant tribe of the region, the Padoucas, and their neighbors. 

Bourgmont’s mission was a delicate one and he knew that diplomacy and trade goods were 
needed to gain respect and cooperation from the chiefs of the various tribal nations. When 
Bourgmont arrived at the Padoucas’s village he made his intentions clear. The French would 
help sustain peace and encourage trade. This peace would be beneficial to the French and 
tribal nations.

“My friends, I ask you to listen to the reasons 

for my coming here to see you. I have 

come here…to make peace with you and 

to persuade you to make peace also with 

all the tribes that you know to be our allies: 

the Missouris, the Osages, The Kansas, the 

Otos, the Skiri Pawnees…that you may live 

in peace…and that you may trade with one 

another… ”
          —  Bourgmont; Bourgmont Explorer 

of the Missouri,  

October 19, 1724

“…It is good that we should make peace with 
the Padoucas for several reasons: first, for our 
own tranquility; second, so that we can go 
on our hunts in peace; and third, in order to 
have horses, which will help us to carry our 
equipment…”
          —  Chief of the Skiri Pawnees; 

Bourgmont Explorer of the 
Missouri, October 6, 1724

Some of the tribal nations understood the benefits to 
a peaceful alliance.
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“…M. de Bourgmont ordered his trade-goods unpacked…

and divided into lots of a kind: one pile of fusil [muskets], 

one of sabers, one of pickaxes, one of axes, one of 

gunpowder, one of [musket] balls, one of red Limbourg 

cloth, another of blue Limbourg cloth, one of mirrors, 

one of Flemish knives…one of scissors, one of combs, 

one of gunflints, one of wadding extractors, six portions 

of vermillion, one lot of awls, one of needles, a pile of 

kettles…one of small beads…”

               —  Bourgmont; Bourgmont Explorer of the 

Missouri, October 19, 1724

“…When the French come to your 
village to trade or wish to pass through 
it to the homeland of the Spaniards, you 
are to make no trouble nor present any 
obstacle…I wish you to allow them…to 
come and go and that you serve them 
as guides whenever necessary…”
          —  Bourgmont; Bourgmont 

Explorer of the Missouri, 
October 19, 1724

By displaying the trade goods 
that the tribal nations could expect 
from the French, Bourgmont 
began building strong alliances. 
In addition, the French traded 
luxuries like cloth, knives, combs, 
and beads with the native people.

The French wanted more than just 
“peltries” [furs] in exchange for 
their trade goods and friendship 
with the native people. They 
expected safety when passing 
through the native people’s land  
of the Kansas region. 

Explorer de Bourgmont made it as far west as Rice County.


